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Observations

- Gas production from shale reservoirs
  - 15% of U.S. gas production from gas wells

- The Barnett Shale is currently the largest shale play
  - Currently 5 BCFD from 11,200 wells
  - 9% of U.S. gas production from gas wells
  - 10% of new gas wells in US in 2008

- P50 gas rate from shales ranges 0.5-3,067 MCFD

- Use 30 Day Well IP

- Shale well IP’s have increased since 2004 as a result of new plays, drilling and completion technology
  - Rates in excess of 10 MMCFD are reported (less than 1% of 2008 wells)
  - Need to examine IP rate distributions to determine likely outcome
    - Current P50 rate is approximately 1.5 MMCFD
    - Check distribution for specific play and well type for likely outcome
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